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The primary goal of the field concerned with organic semiconductors is to produce devices with

performance approaching that of silicon electronics, but with the deformability—flexibility and

stretchability—of conventional plastics. However, an inherent competition between deformability

and charge transport has long been observed in these materials, and achieving the extreme (or even

moderate) deformability implied by the word “plastic” concurrently with high charge transport

may be elusive. This competition arises because the properties needed for high carrier mobilities—

e.g., rigid chains in p-conjugated polymers and high degrees of crystallinity in the solid state—are

antithetical to deformability. On the device scale, this competition can lead to low-performance yet

mechanically robust devices, or high-performance devices that fail catastrophically (e.g., cracking,

cohesive failure, and delamination) under strain. There are, however, some observations that con-

tradict the notion of the mutual exclusivity of electronic and mechanical performances. These

observations suggest that this problem may not be a fundamental trade-off, but rather an inconven-

ience that may be negotiated by a logical selection of materials and processing conditions. For

example, the selection of the poly(3-alkylthiophene) with a critical side-chain length—poly(3-hep-

tylthiophene) (n¼ 7)—marries the high deformability of poly(3-octylthiophene) (n¼ 8) with the

high electronic performance (as manifested in photovoltaic efficiency) of poly(3-hexylthiophene)

(n¼ 6). This review explores the relationship between deformability and charge transport in or-

ganic semiconductors. The principal conclusions are that reducing the competition between these

two parameters is in fact possible, with two demonstrated routes being: (1) incorporation of softer,

insulating material into a stiffer, semiconducting material and (2) increasing disorder in a highly or-

dered film, but not enough to disrupt charge transport pathways. The aim of this review is to pro-

vide a bridge between the fields interested in electronic properties and mechanical properties of

conjugated polymers. We provide a high-level introduction to some of the important electronic and

mechanical properties and measurement techniques for organic electronic devices, demonstrate an

apparent competition between good electronic performance and mechanical deformability, and

highlight potential strategies for overcoming this undesirable competition. A marriage of these two

fields would allow for rational design of materials for applications requiring large-area, low-cost,

printable devices that are ultra-flexible or stretchable, such as organic photovoltaic devices and

wearable, conformable, or implantable sensors. Published by AIP Publishing.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4947428]
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I. INTRODUCTION

Organic semiconductors have recently exhibited hole

mobilities over 40 cm2 V�1 s�1 in organic field-effect transis-

tors (OFETs)1 and power conversion efficiencies (PCE) over

10% in organic photovoltaic (OPV) devices.2–4 These materi-

als also promise high flexibility and intrinsic stretchability,

which allow for many applications previously impossible (or

much more expensive) with stiffer inorganic materials.5–8

Inorganic materials can be patterned to allow for stretchability

(e.g., by introducing sinusoidal buckles),9–11 but in applica-

tions where high electronic performance is not required, using

organic materials with intrinsic stretchability and the ability

to be tailored on the molecular scale could simplify processes

of fabrication and increase functionality.12–14 However, there

is an apparent competition between good electronic perform-

ance—as manifested in charge-carrier mobility and photovol-

taic efficiency—and desirable mechanical properties such as

high deformability and elastic range.7,15–17 Overcoming this

apparent competition and coupling good electronic perform-

ance and deformability into a single material would facilitate

high performance, yet low-cost,18–20 printable,21–25 weara-

ble,26,27 and mechanically robust devices.28,29 It is therefore

important to understand what parameters affect these proper-

ties and determine if it is indeed possible to co-optimize

them. Control over molecular ordering is frequently used to

manipulate film properties and parameters that have been

studied to this end include the rigidity of the polymer back-

bone,30,31 the length and branching of the solubilizing side-

chains (required because unsubstituted conjugated polymers

are insoluble in common solvents),7,13,32–34 processing condi-

tions such as solvent evaporation rate16 and annealing,35–39

and molecular orientation.40–45

Much of the work in the field concerned with organic

electronics has been focused on improving device perform-

ance; high deformability and elastic range are often assumed

to be intrinsic to polymer semiconductors, and therefore me-

chanical properties are frequently left unstudied for many

materials. However, the electronic and mechanical proper-

ties of some conjugated polymers have been investigated

(Figure 1). Among all conjugated polymers, the most studied

family in the literature is poly(3-alkylthiophene)s (P3ATs),

which have been the subject of experiments including the

effects of molecular weight,46–51 processing conditions

including casting solvent,52,53 film thickness,54 film mor-

phology,55,56 alkyl side-chain length,38,57,58 and regioregu-

larity.59 Poly(3-alkylthiophenes) are simple model systems

because they comprise a repeat unit of a thiophene with a

single alkyl side-chain, but they suffer from low hole mobili-

ties (<1 cm2 V�1 s�1) and have a bandgap on the order of

2 eV.60 Polymers with narrow bandgaps, such as those based

on alternating electron-rich and electron-poor subunits (sev-

eral of which are shown in Figure 1),41,61–65 are of particular

interest in organic photovoltaics because they can absorb

light at longer wavelengths (and therefore better overlap

with the solar spectrum), which ideally leads to improved

photovoltaic performance over P3ATs.61 These low-bandgap

materials can also exhibit higher hole mobilities, above

12 cm2 V�1 s�1 in OFETs.62 Another component critical to

organic electronics—at least in OPVs—is fullerene deriva-

tives, such as PC61BM and PC71BM (Figure 1), which are

commonly blended with polymers and act as electron accept-

ors in photovoltaic devices, and although they are not semi-

conducting polymers, no discussion on organic electronics is

complete without addressing them. They have high embodied

energy and behave as anti-plasticizers for semiconducting

polymers;20,66 this property leads to low deformability66 as

well as poorer adhesion and cohesion of layers.67,68 The high

cost and poor mechanical properties of fullerenes have thus

led many researchers to explore replacing fullerenes with

electron acceptors based on small molecules69 or poly-

mers,70–72 and all-conjugated block copolymers containing

both electron-donating (e.g., poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT))

and electron-accepting (e.g., poly-((9,9-dioctylfluorene)-2,7-

diyl-alt-[4,7-bis(thiophen-5-yl)-2,1,3-benzothiadiazole]-20,200-
diyl) (PFTBT)) blocks (Figure 1).73

The primary aim of this review is to bridge the knowl-

edge of the fields interested in electronic properties and me-

chanical properties of organic semiconductors. We do this

with the hope that researchers will focus on the likely applica-

tions for organic semiconductors: printable, wearable, and

implantable devices, which require not only good electronic

performance but also mechanical robustness and frequently

high deformability as well. In Sections II and III, we have

included brief introductions to the measurement of electronic

and mechanical properties relevant in organic electronic devi-

ces. Experts in the field of charge transport can safely skip

Section II, while experts in the field of mechanical properties

can safely skip Section III. Due to the limited literature on the

mechanical properties of small molecules, the scope of this

review is focused on polymers and also, because of their rele-

vance to organic photovoltaics, polymer:fullerene composites.

II. CHARGE TRANSPORT IN ORGANIC
SEMICONDUCTORS

In organic semiconductors, the alternating single and dou-

ble bonds between carbon atoms give rise to molecular conju-

gation—the overlap of p-orbitals across the single bonds—and

result in the delocalization of p-electrons and the opening up

of a bandgap. In general, electronic performance in organic

semiconductors depends on their solid-state packing struc-

ture.74 Packing dictates intermolecular electronic coupling

(which is determined by the wavefunction overlap, partially

determined by p-p stacking) and thus the charge transport.74

Aggregates and crystallites typically have a smaller p-p stack-

ing distance than amorphous polymer and therefore tend to

have higher mobilities.75 While these aggregates and crystalli-

tes are frequently required for high electronic performance,

they are generally stiffer than disordered amorphous polymer

and therefore tend to decrease deformability of films.

Aggregates of planar polymers and small molecules such as

P3HT generally exhibit an anisotropy in mobility along three

axes. In Figure 2, the a-axis is the lamellar stacking axis and it

is the direction of the slowest charge transport. The b-axis is

the p-p stacking axis and has relatively fast charge transport.

The c-axis is along the conjugated backbone and because of
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the covalently linked conjugated units, charge transport is

highest in this direction.75–77

Transfer of charge through a film requires a percolated

network of conjugation, usually through well-ordered poly-

mer aggregates (whose presence in some materials is corre-

lated with stiffness and brittleness).75,78,79 Aggregates are

often required for charge transport because of their greater

degree of conjugation when compared with disordered or

completely amorphous regions, where kinks can occur and

disrupt the planarity of the molecule.79,80 This disruption of

planarity results in a breaking of conjugation, essentially cre-

ating a dead-end (along that polymer chain) for charges and

forcing them to hop to a new chain (or another part of the

same chain).79 For charges, chain-hopping is a much slower

process than proceeding along a single chain and causes a

reduction in mobility; chain-hopping mobility is limited to

�0.1 cm2 V�1 s�1, several orders of magnitude less than

the highest performance organic semiconductors.75,79,81 An

additional reason for charges to be transported predomi-

nantly through aggregates (at least in semicrystalline films)

is related to the respective bandgaps of polymer in

aggregated regions compared with that of polymer in amor-

phous regions. The band gap is inversely correlated with the

conjugation length of the polymer chains; in amorphous

regions, the conjugation length of polymer chains is much

shorter than in aggregates, and thus there is an energy barrier

that inhibits transferring charge from aggregates to amor-

phous regions.75 In semicrystalline polymers, these two

effects present an interesting problem: at the boundary of

each aggregate is disordered or amorphous polymer,82 and if

the planarity of these molecules is disrupted, hopping must

occur and the charge-carrier mobility is thus limited.81

However, despite these potential bottlenecks, semicrystalline

films exhibiting high mobility do in fact exist.1,62 Salleo and

coworkers put forth the hypothesis that in high-mobility

semicrystalline films, the disordered regions are bypassed

by polymer chains without kinks (i.e., tie-chains or tie-

molecules) that connect aggregates to each other and allow

charge to be transported efficiently from aggregate to

aggregate.75,79 In Sections II A–II C, we will briefly intro-

duce the device physics of OFETs and OPVs, as well as

ordering in thin films.

FIG. 1. Molecular structures of the organic semiconductors discussed in this review.
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A. Device physics: Organic field-effect transistors

In OFETs, current is controlled by voltage and is de-

pendent on the carrier mobility in the semiconducting layer.

There are three general classes of transistors: p-channel,

n-channel, and ambipolar. The charge carriers are holes in

p-channel transistors and electrons in n-channel transistors,

while the charge carriers can be either holes or electrons

depending on operating parameters—that is, the source-drain

and source-gate voltages—in ambipolar transistors. OFETs

tend to be p-channel transistors if the Fermi level, EF, of the

source and drain contacts is closer to the highest occupied

molecular orbital (HOMO) of the semiconductor than to its

lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). If instead, EF

of the source/drain contacts is closer to the semiconductor

LUMO than its HOMO, the OFET will exhibit n-channel

behavior.83 OFETs can have many different architectures,

but typically they comprise a source (or charge-injecting)

electrode and drain (or charge-extracting) electrode lying in

the same plane, a semiconductor layer filling the channel

between the source and drain, a gate dielectric layer atop or

below the semiconductor, and a gate electrode in contact

with the dielectric layer (but not the semiconductor).

An example of a bottom-gate coplanar OFET is shown in

Figure 3(a).

Briefly, transistors operate in the following manner. A

voltage is applied between the source and the gate electro-

des, VG, which causes a mobile layer of charge to form in the

semiconductor at the interface with the dielectric layer. The

number of mobile charges is proportional to the capacitance

of the dielectric, Cd, and the gate voltage. However, before

the induced charges can become mobile, there are deep trap

states that must be filled; the bias required to fill these trap

states is the threshold voltage, VTh. The number of mobile

charge carriers is thus proportional to the effective voltage,

VG – VTh, rather than just VG. In the case of p-channel tran-

sistors—e.g., semiconductor layers of P3HT or poly(2,5-

bis(3-alkylthiophen-2-yl)thieno[3,2,-b]-thiophene (PBTTT)—

VG is much lower than 0 V and the HOMO and LUMO bands

of the semiconductor bend up, resulting in the accumulation

of holes at the semiconductor/dielectric interface (Figure

3(b), left). In n-channel transistors—e.g., semiconductor

layers of poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene-alt-benzothiadiazole)

(F8BT, Figure 1)84—VG is greater than 0 V and the HOMO

and LUMO bands of the semiconductor bend down, resulting

in the accumulation of electrons at the semiconductor/dielec-

tric interface (Figure 3(b), right). In p-channel transistors,

the energy barrier between the HOMO of the semiconductor

and the Fermi energy level (EF) of the source and drain must

be as small as possible, or in other words, the ionization

potential (IP) of the semiconductor should be similar to the

work function of the source and drain. In n-channel transis-

tors, it is instead desirable for the energy barrier between the

LUMO (rather than the HOMO) and the EF of the source and

drain to be small as possible, that is, the electron affinity

(EA) of the semiconductor should be similar to the work

function of the source and drain. An additional voltage is

applied between the source and drain, VDS, which offsets the

energy levels of the source and drain and bends the HOMO

and LUMO levels of the semiconductor (Figure 3(c)). When

0<VDS � VG, a linear gradient of charge density occurs

from the source to drain. The potential at the source is 0 and

increases linearly through the channel until it reaches VDS at

the drain. The current flowing through the channel from

source to drain, IDS, is proportional to VDS in this “linear

regime.” If VDS is increased to the point where it is equal to

VG – VTh, the channel becomes “pinched off” at the drain

because the difference between the local potential and the

gate voltage is below the threshold voltage.85 A depletion

region results and its high electric field allows current to be

swept across to the drain at a saturation current IDS,sat. As

VDS is increased further, there is no (substantial) increase

in current, and instead the depletion region expands and

the channel becomes slightly shorter. This regime, where the

current remains constant as VDS is increased, is the

“saturation regime.”

Typically, OFET data are plotted as the source-drain

current versus the source-drain voltage—i.e., the output

plot—or the source-drain current versus the gate voltage—

i.e., the transfer plot. In the output plot (Figure 4(a)), the

source-drain current initially increases with the source-drain

voltage linearly (the linear regime). In the linear regime,

when VDS� VG (Figure 4(b)), the field-effect mobility, llin,

can be extracted from the linear fit of the slope of IDS vs. VG

using the following equation:

IDS ¼ llinCd
W

L
VG � VThð ÞVDS; (1)

where W and L are the semiconductor channel width and

length, respectively. The onset voltage, Von, or the voltage

at which IDS increases quickly can be found in the log(IDS)

vs. VG plot (Figure 4(b)). In the saturation regime,

VDS>VG – VTh (Figure 4(c)), the field-effect mobility, lsat,

can be extracted from the slope of the linear fit in the satu-

ration regime on the plot of (IDS,sat)
1/2 vs. VG, and the

threshold voltage, VTh, can be extracted from the intercep-

tion of the linear fit and the x-axis using the following

equation:86,87

FIG. 2. The stacking structure of P3HT. The charge mobility is highest

along the fiber axis or backbone (cP3HT) and lower in the p-p stacking direc-

tion (bP3HT). Negligible transport occurs in the aP3HT direction. Reproduced

with permission from M. Brinkmann, J. Polym. Sci., Part B: Polym. Phys.

49, 1218–1233 (2011). Copyright 2011 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co.

KGaA.
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FIG. 3. Operation of an organic field-

effect transistor (OFET). (a) A bottom-

gate (inverted) coplanar OFET. This is

a p-channel transistor with holes accu-

mulating at the interface of the semi-

conductor and dielectric due to the

gate voltage, VG. (b) Energy-level dia-

grams across the semiconductor/

dielectric interface of p-channel and n-

channel transistors. Holes accumulate

at the semiconductor/dielectric inter-

face in p-channel transistors (left) and

electrons accumulate at the interface in

n-channel transistors (right). (c)

Energy-level diagrams of the carrier

channel for p-channel and n-channel

transistors. Holes travel from the

source to drain through the semicon-

ductor in the p-channel transistor (left),

while electrons travel from the source

to drain in the n-channel transistor

(right). Abbreviations: WF: work func-

tion; IP: ionization potential; EA: elec-

tron affinity; LUMO: lowest

unoccupied molecular orbital; HOMO:

highest occupied molecular orbital;

and EF: Fermi energy level. (b) and (c)

Reproduced with permission from H.

Klauk, Chem. Soc. Rev. 39,

2643–2666 (2010). Copyright 2010

The Royal Society of Chemistry.

FIG. 4. Hypothetical output and transfer plots for an OFET. (a) Output plot of the source-drain current versus the source-drain voltage. (b) Transfer plot of the

source-drain current versus the gate voltage for a typical OFET in the linear regime. (c) Transfer plot of the source-drain current versus the gate voltage for a

typical OFET in the saturation regime. Reproduced with permission from J. Zaumseil and H. Sirringhaus, Chem. Rev. 107, 1296–1323 (2007). Copyright 2007

American Chemical Society.
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IDS;sat ¼ lsatCd
W

2L
VG � VThð Þ2: (2)

In addition to charge-carrier mobility, the other important

material parameter for OFETs is the on/off ratio, which is

the ratio of the maximum drain current in the “on” state of

the transistor to the minimum drain current in the “off” state

of the transistor. A high on/off ratio is desirable since it is

essentially the signal-to-noise ratio for a transistor.

B. Device physics: Organic photovoltaics

Charge transport in OPV devices manifests principally

in the short-circuit current and fill factor (FF) (and thus in

the power conversion efficiency). Typically, the device

architecture of OPVs is a stack comprising an electrode, an

active layer consisting of an intimately mixed electron donat-

ing material with an electron accepting material—known as

a bulk heterojunction (BHJ)—and a transparent electrode

(Figure 5(a)). Depending on the molecular components, the

bulk heterojunction can take on many different morpholo-

gies. For polymer-fullerene bulk heterojunctions, these

morphologies include a molecularly mixed amorphous com-

posite, a ternary blend with pure or enriched phases sepa-

rated by mixed phases, or a well ordered blend with

bimolecular crystallization (Figure 5(a)).88 The operation of

OPVs is detailed in Figure 5(b). In step (1), light is absorbed

by the BHJ—in this example by the electron donor—and it

excites an electron from the HOMO to the LUMO. Upon ex-

citation of the electron to the LUMO, there in an absence of

an electron in the HOMO level (a hole). This electron-hole

pair (exciton) is tightly bound because of the relatively low

dielectric constant of organic photovoltaics. (In inorganic

devices, the dielectric constant is higher and effectively

screens the charges of the electron and hole, allowing them

to separate and diffuse through the device.89) (2) Excitons

diffuse through the film until they reach an interface of the

electron donor and acceptor, or until they recombine.

Exciton diffusion lengths for organic semiconductors are

typically reported to be less than 20 nm, so ideally donor and

acceptor phases will be sufficiently small to allow for exci-

tons to diffuse to interfaces before they have the opportunity

to recombine.90 (3) In the case where an interface is reached,

if the energetics are favorable, the electron will transfer to

the electron acceptor; the exciton binding energy is

�0.3–0.5 eV, so an offset of the LUMOs of the donor and

the acceptor of at least 0.3 eV is usually required to allow for

charge separation.89 (4) and (5) Once the charges separate at

the donor/acceptor interface, the electrons will drift through

the acceptor toward the cathode (the electrode with the rela-

tively lower work function), and the holes will drift through

the donor toward the anode (the electrode with the relatively

higher work function).

Device measurements are made by sweeping the elec-

trode voltage, V, and plotting it against the current density, J.

A hypothetical J-V curve of an OPV device is shown in

Figure 6. The points of interest are the short-circuit current

density, JSC, which is the current density when the device is

at zero voltage, the open-circuit voltage, VOC, which is the

voltage when there is no current flowing, and the maximum

power point, Pmax, which is the point at which the product of

the current density and voltage is at its maximum. The cur-

rent density and voltage at Pmax are Jmax and Vmax, respec-

tively, and these can be used to determine the fill factor, FF,

by the following equation:

FF ¼ JmaxVmax

JSCVOC
: (3)

The ideal J-V curve is a rectangle, and as the experimental

curve becomes more rectangular (assuming Jmax approaches

JSC and Vmax approaches VOC), the FF approaches unity.

However, in practice, losses due to resistance in the electro-

des and contacts (i.e., series resistance, Rseries) and shunting

due to defects in the film (represented by the shunt resist-

ance, Rshunt) prevent a FF of unity. The power conversion

FIG. 5. Schematic drawing and operation of OPV devices. (a) A conven-

tional OPV architecture with a polymer:fullerene bulk heterojunction (BHJ)

active layer. The three archetypal morphologies of the BHJ are highlighted:

an amorphous blend of electron donor and acceptor; a ternary blend with

pure or enriched phases of donor or acceptor surrounded by disordered

blends of the two; and an intimately mixed bimolecular blend, with the full-

erene aligning along the chains of the polymer. (b) Hypothetical energy-

level diagrams for the OPV device in (a). Light is absorbed and a tightly

bound electron-hole pair (exciton) is created in step 1, followed by diffusion

of the exciton to the donor/acceptor interface in step 2. The charges then

separate with the electron jumping to the acceptor and the hole remaining in

the donor (step 3). The charges then drift towards the electrodes (the holes

toward the anode and the electrons toward the cathode, step 4) and then

finally are transferred to the electrodes (step 5).
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efficiency, which is the ratio of power output of the device to

the power incident (the amount of power contributed by the

sunlight), Pinc (100 mW cm�2 at AM 1.5G), can then be cal-

culated by the following equation:

PCE ¼ Pmax

Pinc
¼ JSCVOCFF

Pinc
: (4)

C. Order in thin-film organic semiconductors

X-ray diffraction (XRD) is often utilized to determine

long-range ordering of organic semiconductor films, and

improved ordering has been correlated to improve charge-

carrier mobility in many different systems (but also to a

reduction in compliance and ductility). For example, the hole

mobility, lh, of poorly ordered regiorandom P3HT is several

orders of magnitude lower than more ordered films of highly

regioregular P3HT.83 However, a high degree of ordering as

determined by XRD is not always correlated with improved

charge transport. Despite the favorable electronic

peformance of Poly({4,8-bis[(2-ethylhexyl)oxy]benzo[1,2-

b:4,5-b0]dithiophene-2,6-diyl}{3-fluoro-2-[(2-ethylhexyl)

carbonyl]thieno[3,4-b]thiophenediyl}) (PTB7) (Figure 1)

—which when mixed with PC71BM was the first polymer

solar cell to exhibit a power conversion efficiency over 7%

(Ref. 91)—it has been reported by Yu and coworkers to have

a coherence length of between only 3 and 4.5 p-p stacks

(compared with 16 stacks for P3HT).91 Salleo and coworkers

have recently shown that high mobility can be maintained

even in the case of low degree of order as determined by

XRD. In these cases, local ordering (i.e., a few p-p stacks,

not enough to give a strong signal in XRD), instead of long-

range ordering, and extended backbones between these

locally ordered aggregates allow for efficient transport

through films.75,92 In fact, long-range order is likely not even

beneficial to charge-transport (when compared with short-

range order) because the scattering mean free path of charge

in p stacks is on the order of a nanometer.75,93

XRD is an appropriate tool to probe long-range order,

but to probe the short-range ordering of a few molecular

units in thin films UV-vis spectroscopy is more adept.

Quantitative information about the local ordering of these

films can be determined by fitting the weakly interacting H-

aggregate model developed by Spano to UV-vis absorption

spectra for P3ATs.52,76,80,94,95 The absorption by a polymer

thin film is the superposition of absorption by the ordered

aggregates as well as the disordered amorphous regions of

the film. The weakly interacting H-aggregate model calcu-

lates the absorption by the different vibronic states in the

polymer aggregates—which when added together gives the

total absorption by the aggregates—based on Gaussian fits to

the experimental spectra using the following equation:

A Eð Þ /
X
m¼0

Sm

m!

� �
� 1�We–S

2Ep

X
n 6¼m

Sn

n! n� mð Þ

 !2

� exp

� E� E00 � mEp �
1

2
WSme–S

� �2

2r2

0
B@

1
CA
; (5)

where A is the absorption by an aggregate as a function of

the photon energy (E). S is the Huang-Rhys factor, which is

calculated from absorption and emission spectra.80 Ep is the

intermolecular vibration energy and is determined by Raman

spectroscopy. The variables W, r, E00, and a scaling factor

are then adjusted to fit the model to the experimental spec-

trum. E00 is the energy of the 0 ! 0 vibronic transition,

which is allowed by assuming some disorder in the aggre-

gates.80 W is the free exciton bandwidth, which is related to

the nearest neighbor interchain excitonic coupling. Upon

coupling, a dispersion of the energies occurs, the width of

which is equal to W (which is four times the nearest neighbor

coupling). r is the Gaussian linewidth and the terms m and n
are the ground- and excited-state vibrational levels.

Once the absorption by the aggregates is calculated, it

can then be subtracted from an experimental spectrum to

determine the amount of absorption by the amorphous

regions of the film. This information can then be used to esti-

mate the proportion of aggregation in a sample. Additional

information about the quality of the aggregates (e.g., W,

which is inversely related to conjugation length) can also be

determined from the weakly interacting H-aggregate model.

This model has been used to look at the effects on electronic

properties, mechanical properties, or both, of thin films due

to solvent evaporation rates,16 polymer side-chain length,7

selection of different fullerene derivatives into the BHJs,66

and cyclic straining of polymer films on elastomers

(FOEs).96

III. DEFORMABILITY OF THIN-FILM ORGANIC
SEMICONDUCTORS

The mechanical properties of bulk materials are rather

straightforward to measure; however, the properties of thin-

films can be considerably different due to skin-depth

FIG. 6. Idealized J-V curve for an OPV device. The short-circuit current

density, JSC, is the current when the voltage across the cell is zero (the verti-

cal dashed black lines), and the open-circuit voltage, VOC, is the voltage

when the current is zero (the horizontal dashed black line). Jmax and Vmax

are the current density and voltage at the point of maximum power point,

Pmax. The fill-factor, FF, is the ratio of the rectangle created from the origin

to Jmax and Vmax (dotted line) to the rectangle created from the origin to JSC

and VOC (dashed-dotted line).
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effects.97,98 Measuring the mechanical properties of thin-films

by traditional bulk measurement techniques such as tensile

testing is challenging because of the difficulty associated with

isolating and manipulating a film of sub-micron thickness. To

overcome these problems and measure the mechanical proper-

ties of thin films, several techniques have been developed.

Many of these techniques rely on film-on-elastomer (FOE)

systems, in which a thin film is either coated directly or trans-

ferred onto an elastomeric substrate. Properties such as the

tensile modulus,7,16,32,99 the strain at fracture (or crack-onset

strain),16,32,100 and the yield point,98,101,102—at least for FOE

systems, which may be more relevant to real-world applica-

tions—can be readily measured by these techniques. The

tensile modulus, Efilm, is a measure of how a material accom-

modates strain in the elastic (or linear) regime of its stress-

strain response. A low tensile modulus (highly deformable in

the elastic regime) is prerequisite for applications requiring

conformal bonding such as wearable103–106 or implantable

biosensors,107,108 or more generally, any applications in which

deformation occurs in two dimensions,28 such as bonding to

objects with geometries that are neither planar nor cylindrical.

The crack-onset strain (CoS), or the strain at which a film

fractures on an elastomeric substrate, is a measure of ductil-

ity.32,100 The CoS is, however, not an exact measurement of

the failure point of a material—due to contributions from

interlayer adhesion and the stress-strain response of the under-

lying substrate—but it is a qualitative measurement and has

been well correlated to the tensile modulus of relatively low-

molecular-weight conjugated polymers.32 Measurement of

CoS is necessary to inform design of devices expected to

undergo strain, as selection of materials unable to accommo-

date the required strain will lead to film fracture and ulti-

mately device failure. Similarly, the yield point—which is the

strain at which a material begins to plastically or permanently

deform—is important because as a film plastically deforms,

its ordering changes; this change in microstructure is associ-

ated with changes in the electronic performance.43,109 While

plastic deformation can lead to chain alignment and improved

mobility parallel to the axis of strain while the film is in the

strained state, there is a disruption of aggregation and a

decrease in mobility perpendicular to the strain.43 A stress-

strain curve for a hypothetical polymer is shown in Figure 7.

Properties that can be easily measured by film-on-elastomer

techniques (discussed below) are highlighted in green. Other

properties important for mechanical robustness—but not

measured by film-on-elastomer techniques—are the adhesion

and cohesion of device layers.68,110,111 While interlayer adhe-

sion is important in deformable devices because poor adhesion

will lead to delamination and high localized strain (and layer

cracking), and similarly, cohesive fracture is a mode for intra-

layer failure, we will not focus on them in this review. (For

readers interested in adhesion and cohesion, we direct them to

the thorough work by Dauskardt and coworkers.)31,67,110–115

A. Mechanical properties of films on elastomers

Stafford et al. developed a buckling-based metrology to

measure the tensile modulus for FOE systems such as poly-

styrene and poly(methyl methacrylate).97,99,116 In one

incarnation of this technique, the material of interest is spun

onto a glass slide and then transferred to an elastomeric sub-

strate that has been strained a few percent before the film

transfer. The strain is then released and the film then forms

sinusoidal buckles out of plane (Figure 8(a)). The wave-

length of the buckles is determined by the energy balance

between the amount of energy it takes to deform the rela-

tively soft elastomeric substrate and the amount of energy it

takes to bend the relatively stiff thin film. The buckling

wavelength has a linear dependence on the film thickness

(e.g., thicker films are more rigid, which leads to an increase

in the buckling wavelength). The tensile modulus of the film,

Efilm, can then be related to the buckling wavelength, kb, and

the film thickness, df, as well as the tensile modulus of the

elastomeric substrate, Es, the Poisson’s ratios of the thin

film, �f, and the substrate, �s, by the following equation:99

Ef ilm ¼ 3Es

1� �2
f

1� �2
s

 !
kb

2pdf

� �3

: (6)

This method has been used to determine the Efilm of many

polymers, including polystyrene and poly(methyl methacry-

late),97,99,117 poly(3-alkylthiophene)s,7,16,32,57 and diketopyr-

rolopyrrole (DPP) based polymers.30,118 Tahk and coworkers

were the first to use this technique to measure the tensile

modulus of conjugated polymers, including poly(3,4-ethyle-

nedioxythiophene):poly(4-styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS),

pentacene, P3HT, and a 1:0.8 blend of P3HT with [6,6]-

-phenyl C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM).119 The

modulus of PEDOT:PSS was reported to be 2.26 6 0.05 GPa

(Figures 8(b) and 8(c)), while pentacene (16.09 6 2.83 GPa),

P3HT (1.33 6 0.01 GPa), and P3HT:PCBM (6.02 6 0.03 GPa)

were also measured.119 The much higher tensile modulus of

pentacene when compared with the other materials tested

was attributed to its polycrystallinity, while the polymeric

systems were only semicrystalline. Another early buckling-

based study on conjugated polymers explored the effect of

FIG. 7. The stress-strain response for a hypothetical polymer. The tensile

modulus, Efilm, the yield point, and the strain at fracture are obtainable by

film on elastomer methods. Reproduced with permission from Printz et al.,
ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 7, 23257–23264 (2015). Copyright 2015

American Chemical Society.
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the modification of the polymer backbone on the tensile

modulus,30 The modulus of (poly(2,5-bis(2-octyldecyl)-3,6-

di(thiophen-2-yl)diketopyrrolo[3,4-c]pyrrole-1,4-dione-alt-

thieno[3,2-b]thiophene) (PDPPT-TT) (Figure 1), a polymer

with a repeat unit of DPP flanked by two thiophene rings and

thienothiophene, was compared with PDPPT-2T (Figure 1),

which had a similar structure but replaced the thienothio-

phene unit with two thiophene rings.30 The authors found

that the PDPPT-TT had a higher modulus (0.99 GPa) than

did PDPPT-2T (0.74 GPa) and attributed this observation to

the fact that the stiffness of the fused rings of the thienothio-

phene unit in PDPPT-TT was greater than that of the isolated

rings of the bithiophene unit in (poly(2,5-bis(2-octyldecyl)-

3,6-di(thiophen-2-yl)diketopyrrolo[3,4-c]pyrrole-1,4-dione-

alt-bithiophene) (PDPPT-2T).15,30

While the buckling method described above works well

for materials with tensile moduli up to a few GPa, some

materials are too stiff and crack upon transfer or upon the

compression due to the prestrained elastomeric substrate

being relaxed.66,88,116 In this case, an intermediate layer can

be used between the soft substrate and the more rigid film. It

is important that the intermediate material has a known Efilm,

and it should be more deformable than the thin film of inter-

est but less deformable than the substrate. From this stack,

the effective tensile modulus, Eeff, can be calculated by the

following equation:66,116

Eef f ¼
1þ m2n4 þ 2mn 2n2 þ 3nþ 2ð Þ

1þ nð Þ3 1þ mnð Þ
Efilm;1 where

m ¼ Efilm;2

Efilm;1
; n ¼ h2

h1

;

(7)

where Efilm,1 and Efilm,2 are the moduli of the bottom and top

films, respectively, and h1 and h2 are the thicknesses of the

two films. The authors previously used this bilayer method

to measure the Efilm of fullerenes and found moduli between

5.1 and 25.6 GPa for technical grade PC71BM and 99% pu-

rity PC61BM, respectively.66,88

In addition to the tensile modulus, other mechanical

properties such as the strain at fracture (i.e., crack-onset) and

the yield point can be measured by FOE methods. The CoS
can be determined by observing the formation of cracks in a

thin film on elastomer under increasing strain.29,100 The yield

point of a material, which is the strain at which it begins to

plastically (i.e., permanently) deform, can be measured by

two FOE techniques. The first involves the delamination of

the film from the substrate and measurement of the curvature

to determine the yield.101 The FOE is compressed to force

delamination before the strain is relaxed; the film is then

annealed and at the point of delamination, a bump forms.

The curvature of the bump and the thickness of the film are

then used to calculate the yield point. Gurmessa and Croll

used this method to determine the yield point of thin films of

polystyrene and poly(2-vinylpyridine) (P2VP) homopoly-

mers and block copolymers.98,101 Another method to deter-

mine the yield point was recently proposed by our group by

determining the onset of thin-film buckling using diffraction

of light from a laser. This method—laser detection of yield

point (LADYP)—subjects a polymer film on an elastic sub-

strate to cycles of tensile strain that incrementally increase in

steps of 1% (i.e., 0% ! 1% ! 0% ! 2% ! 0% ! 3% !
0%, etc.), although any arbitrary increment can be used.102

The formation of buckles manifests as a diffraction pattern

obtained using a laser and represents the onset of plastic de-

formation, or the yield point of the polymer. With LADYP, a

correlation between side-chain length and yield point was

found in P3ATs, ranging from 5% strain for P3PT to 18%

strain for P3OT.102

B. Other measurement techniques for mechanical
properties of thin films

In addition to FOE methods, there are other techniques

available to measure mechanical properties of thin films. The

tensile modulus is commonly measured by nanoindentation,

in which a film is indented with a tip mounted on a cantilever

beam.120,121 The load applied to the tip as well as its dis-

placement into the film are measured; upon unloading the

tip, the slope of the load-displacement line is correlated to

Efilm. However, the measurements produced by nanoindenta-

tion can be complicated by effects of the substrate and

also the viscoelasticity of the polymer itself.122 Another

method to measure the mechanical properties of thin films,

developed by Kim and coworkers, is similar to traditional

bulk-sample tensile testing; a thin film is floated upon a liq-

uid—water in the published studies—and a high resolution

linear actuator strains the film while a highly sensitive load

cell measures the stress.59,123 A complete stress-strain curve

can then be built from this information, however, but the

method may be limited in certain instances due to the

requirements that the liquid has high surface tension and low

viscosity and that the thin film must be compatible with the

liquid.123 This method was used to measure the tensile

FIG. 8. Determination of the tensile modulus by the buckling-based metrol-

ogy. (a) Schematic of one variation of the buckling procedure. A polymer

thin film is transferred to a pre-strained polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) sub-

strate. The strain is released and the polymer buckles. The wavelength, kb, is

related to the film stiffness and thickness. (b) Micrograph of a buckled film

of PEDOT:PSS on PDMS. (c) Experimental data of buckling wavelength as

a function of PEDOT:PSS film thickness. (b) and (c) Reproduced with per-

mission from Tahk et al., Macromolecules 42, 7079–7083 (2009). Copyright

2009 American Chemical Society.
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moduli of P3HT and copolymers of P3HT and P2VP and

their blends with the fullerene derivative o-xylenyl C60 bis-

adduct (OXCBA).123 Complete stress-strain curves were later

measured for P3HT films with varying regioregularity.59 The

authors found that as the regioregularity of the P3HT increased,

the Efilm increased as did the brittleness. These observations

were attributed to the fact that polymer with higher regioregu-

larity more readily formed aggregates, which are stiffer than

the disorder polymer. Recently, Kim and coworkers used this

same measurement technique to demonstrate that organic pho-

tovoltaics comprising an active layer blend of poly[4,8-bis(5-

(2-ethylhexyl) thiophen-2-yl)benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b0]dithiophene-

alt-1,3-bis(thiophen2-yl)-5-(2-hexyldecyl)-4H-thieno[3,4-c]

pyrrole-4,6(5H)-dione] (PBDTTTPD) and poly[[N,N0-

bis(2-hexyldecyl)-naphthalene-1,4,5,8-bis(dicarboximide)-

2,6-diyl]-alt5,50-thiophene] (P(NDI2HD-T)) (Figure 1)

exhibited a significant improvement in elongation at the

point of fracture over blends of PBDTTTPD with PCBM

(7.16% and 0.3%, respectively).124

IV. INHERENT COMPETITION BETWEEN
DEFORMABILITY AND CHARGE TRANSPORT

In the limited literature where both the mechanical and

electronic properties of conjugated polymers had been stud-

ied, an inherent competition between good electronic per-

formance and high deformability or robustness had been

observed.15,16,59 O’Connor et al. reported that an increase in

mobility was coupled with an increase in stiffness in the pol-

ythiophenes P3HT and PBTTT.15 PBTTT was found to have

higher mobility and stiffness than P3HT, which was attrib-

uted to differences in the side chain interactions. P3HT has

side chains on every conjugated ring, while PBTTT has a

thienothiophene spacer without sidechains. This spacer

allows for intercalation of the sidechains which improves

vertical registry and aggregation. Further ordering was

observed when the PBTTT films were annealed at 180 �C,

which coincided with an increase in both the mobility and

tensile modulus (Figure 9(a)).15,76,125 The solvent evapora-

tion rate of films being deposited by solution has also been

reported to affect the mechanical and electronic properties of

organic semiconductors.16 In blends of P3HT with the fuller-

ene PCBM, Awartani et al. reported a correlation between

photovoltaic PCE and modulus in spin coated films.16 At a

lower spin speed, the evaporation rate of the solvent is lower

than at higher spin speeds; this lower evaporation rate results

in improved film ordering as determined by the weakly inter-

acting H-aggregate model.16 The films spun at lower spin

speeds (i.e., those with improved ordering) demonstrated a

higher photovoltaic performance, but also higher stiffness,

providing more evidence for an inherent competition

between charge transport and deformability. Further support

of this idea came from a study by Kim and coworkers which

explored the effect of the regioregularity of P3HT on its

properties.59 They found that higher regioregularity led

to higher mobility and tensile modulus—as well as higher

brittleness—which was attributed to the improved order

(Figure 9(b)).59 The modulus ranged from 13 MPa for 64%

regioregular P3HT to 287 MPa for 98% regioregularity,

while the hole mobility ranged from 4.84� 10�8 to

1.81� 10�1 cm2 V�1 s�1.59

In initial studies of another parameter known to effect

the electronic and mechanical properties of polymers—the

alkyl side-chain length—our group also found evidence sup-

porting an inherent competition.7,28,32 In P3ATs, we

observed an increase in deformability and ductility with

increasing side-chain length. Interestingly, an order of mag-

nitude decrease in Efilm was found between P3HT, n¼ 6, and

P3OT, n¼ 8 from 1.09 6 0.15 GPa to 0.15 6 0.05 GPa.32 A

large increase in the crack-onset strain was also observed

between P3HT and P3OT (Figure 10(a)).32 To better under-

stand the practical implications of the observed reduction in

modulus and increase in crack-onset strain, thin films

FIG. 9. Tensile modulus vs. hole mobility for polythiophenes. (a) The tensile modulus and hole mobility of P3HT are lower than that of PBTTT. Both the stiff-

ness and hole mobility increase when as cast PBTTT (PBTTT-AC) is annealed at 180 �C (PBTTT-AN). The increase in tensile modulus and mobility of

PBTTT compared with P3HT is attributed to improved order in PBTTT. Further ordering occurs in PBTTT when it is annealed, also leading to improved mo-

bility and increased stiffness. (b) The tensile modulus and hole mobility of P3HT simultaneously increase with increasing regioregularity of the side-chains.

The increase in both properties is likely due to the increased ability of regioregular P3HT to form ordered aggregates, which have improved charge transport

properties, but is also stiff. (a) Reproduced with permission from O’Connor et al., ACS Nano 4, 7538–7544 (2010). Copyright 2010 American Chemical

Society.
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comprising 1:1 blends of P3HT and P3OT with fullerenes

were then stretched over glass hemispheres.28 Finite element

analysis calculated that these films would be required to

accommodate 24% strain. While devices with the

P3OT:PCBM active layer accommodated the strain without

fracturing, devices with the P3HT:PCBM active layer frac-

tured radially resulting in shorting (Figures 10(b) and 10(c)).

However, even though P3OT:PCBM could accommodate the

strain, its PCE was very low (g¼ 0.36%).28

V. IMPROVING DEFORMABILITY WITHOUT
SACRIFICING ELECTRONIC PERFORMANCE

Ideally, organic semiconductors would demonstrate

both high electronic performance and mechanical robustness

(e.g., a low tensile modulus and high crack-onset, yield

point, resilience, and toughness). To date, a few strategies

have been uncovered as potential pathways for achieving co-

optimization of electronic performance and intrinsic deform-

ability. Almost all of these strategies employ a delicate bal-

ance of stiffer, semiconducting (or conducting) polymer with

softer, insulating material—enough to improve

deformability, but not too much as to destroy charge trans-

port. For example, as discussed above, papers by Savagatrup

et al. and O’Connor et al. found that as the side-chain length

increased in P3ATs, the tensile modulus decreased, but so

too did the power conversion efficiency.7,32 The largest

decrease in tensile modulus was observed between P3HT,

n¼ 6, and P3OT, n¼ 8, which corresponded with a signifi-

cant decrease in PCE. We thus sought to combine the prop-

erties of P3HT with those of P3OT in an effort to co-

optimize electronic performance and deformability by

exploring P3ATs with an average side-chain length, n¼ 7.

We synthesized 1:1 block and random co-polymers of P3HT

and P3OT and also explored the properties of a physical

blend of P3HT and P3OT, as well as the homopolymers

poly(3-heptylthiophene) (P3HpT, n¼ 7) (Figure 11(a)).7

Figure 11(b) is a graph of the PCE against the tensile moduli

of these polymers. If you imagine a line connecting the

P3HT and P3OT points in Figure 11(b), materials with more

favorable properties would lie above and to the left of this

line, which essentially just the average of the homopolymer

properties. The properties of the block copolymer, P3HT-b-

FIG. 10. Ductility of P3ATs and its blends with PCBM. (a) The crack-onset strain of P3ATs and P3AT:PCBM blends as a function of side-chain length. The

largest observed increase was between P3HT and P3OT. (b) When the relatively stiff P3HT was blended 1:1 with PCBM and transferred to a hemisphere

requiring 24% strain accommodation, the film cracked radially. (c) 1:1 P3OT:PCBM did not crack when transferred because of its higher deformability. (b)

and (c) Reproduced with permission from O’Connor et al., Energy Environ. Sci. 7, 370–378 (2014). Copyright 2014 The Royal Society of Chemistry.

FIG. 11. Finding co-optimization of electronic properties and deformability in P3ATs. (a) P3ATs with an average side-chain length of n¼ 7 were tested,

including a block and random copolymer of P3HT (n¼ 6) and P3OT (n¼ 8), a physical blend of the two homopolymers, and a P3HpT (n¼ 7). (b) OPV power

conversion efficiency (PCE) versus the tensile modulus of the P3ATs. OPV devices were fabricated with a PEDOT:PSS bottom electrode, an active layer com-

prising a 1:1 polymer:PC61BM blend, and a eutectic Gallium-Indium (eGaIn) liquid metal as the top electrode. Reproduced with permission from Savagatrup

et al., Macromolecules 47, 1981–1992 (2014). Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.
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P3OT, are seemingly an average of the two homopolymers.

The random copolymer, P3HT-co-P3OT, and the homopoly-

mers blend, P3HT:P3OT, exhibit a slightly more favorable

combination of properties than the block copolymer as they

lie just above the average. P3HpT, however, lies well above

the average of the homopolymers and has the favorable

deformability of P3OT and photovoltaic performance of

P3HT.7 Interestingly, the lh of P3HpT is 0.0005 cm2 V�1

s�1, over an order of magnitude lower than that of P3HT

(0.011 cm2 V�1 s�1), and of the same order of magnitude as

P3OT (0.0001 cm2 V�1 s�1).57 However, upon blending in a

1:1 ratio with PCBM, the lh of P3HpT increases to

0.004 cm2 V�1 s�1, which is on the same order of magnitude

as the blend of P3HT:PCBM (0.010 cm2 V�1 s�1).57 This

increase in mobility upon addition of PCBM is likely why

P3HpT performs similarly in photovoltaic devices as P3HT.

Additionally, we attributed that the low tensile modulus to

the Tg of P3HpT, which at �5 �C (as measured by differen-

tial scanning calorimetry), is similar to P3OT (�10 �C) and

much lower than P3HT (12 �C), which is close to room

temperature.57

While increasing the deformability of conjugated poly-

mers by including the soft, insulating material as side-

chains—away from the polymer backbone where they will

not affect electronic properties—is a successful strategy for

co-optimization, another demonstrated strategy has been to

covalently bind blocks of softer material directly into the

backbone of the polymer. M€uller and coworkers found that

diblock copolymers of P3HT and the insulating polyethylene

(PE)—which both form well-ordered domains—

demonstrated not only improved mechanical properties but

also improved lh of OFETs.5 Transistors with the semicon-

ductor comprising diblock copolymers of 35:65 (Figure

12(a)) and 10:90 P3HT:PE exhibited mobilities of 0.05 and

0.02 cm2 V�1 s�1, respectively, while transistors with P3HT

homopolymer only had a mobility of 0.01 cm2 V�1 s�1.5 In

addition to this improvement in mobility, the ductility of the

diblock copolymers was also significantly higher; the CoS
increased from 13% for the pure P3HT to over 600% for

both of the diblock copolymers (Figure 12(b)).5 It should be

noted that while films of the diblock copolymers were signif-

icantly more ductile than those of the P3HT homopolymer,

they were also much stiffer. Interestingly, the tensile modu-

lus of the diblock copolymers (240 MPa for the 35:65 copol-

ymer) was about an order of magnitude higher than that of

the P3HT homopolymer (28 MPa).5 Kim and coworkers

found that adding 5% block and graft (a slight variation to

the backbone linking, but resulting in similar behavior)

copolymers of P3HT and P2VP to P3HT (and

P3HT:fullerene) films actually resulted in a reduction of tensile

modulus (and improved cohesive fracture energy) when com-

pared with P3HT homopolymer films, without deleterious

effects on the performance in polymer:fullerene OPV devices

(Figures 12(c)–12(e)).123 Recently, Qiu and coworkers made

ABA triblock copolymer of P3HT (A) and poly(methyl acry-

late) (B) and reported that the material had a tensile modulus

of only 6 MPa, an elongation at break of 140%, and a mobil-

ity of 9� 10�4 cm2 V�1 s�1 (compared with 4.5� 10�4 cm2

V�1 s�1 for P3HT homopolymer).126 Although the authors

did not report any measurements of the mechanical

FIG. 12. Copolymerization of P3HT and its effects on electronic and mechanical properties. (a) The hole mobility in a 35:65 block copolymer of P3HT and PE

as a function of OFET channel length. (b) Stress-strain responses of bulk P3HT-b-PE copolymers. (c) The molecular structures of the graft copolymer, P3HT-

g-P2VP, and the block copolymer, P3HT-b-P2VP, and the fullerene o-xylenyl C60 bis-adduct (OXCBA). (d) J-V curves of devices made with BHJs of

P3HT:OXCBA as well as with 5% copolymer added. The numbers in parenthesis following P2VP are the volume fraction of P3HT in the P3HT-g-P2VP and

P3HT-b-P2VP. (e) The decreasing tensile modulus of polymer:OXCBA blends with the addition of the copolymers of P3HT and P2VP. (a) and (b)

Reproduced with permission from M€uller et al., Adv. Funct. Mater. 17, 2674–2679 (2007). Copyright 2007 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. (c)–(e)

Reproduced with permission from Kim et al., ACS Nano 8, 10461–10470 (2014). Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.
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properties of P3HT homopolymer, the tensile modulus and

elongation at break were below the P3HT-b-PE values

reported by M€uller and coworkers.5

P3ATs and their copolymers are terrific model systems

due to their simplicity, but low-bandgap polymers, compris-

ing donor and acceptor units covalently bound, have become

a primary focus in the field because they absorb more of the

solar spectrum than do homopolymers. While performance is

improved in these low-bandgap polymers compared with

homopolymers, they incorporate fused aromatic rings along

the polymer backbone, making them relatively stiffer than

polymers with unfused rings along the backbone.30 Since the

primary goal in the field of organic electronics research has

been to improve electronic properties, the increase in stiffness

is often ignored in pursuit of performance. As we have argued

throughout this review, though, researchers should keep in

mind that the likely applications for completed devices will

require deformability. There has not been much work in

improving the mechanical properties of low-bandgap poly-

mers, but our group previously published a study that demon-

strated a decreased stiffness in a DPP-based polymer.118 We

hypothesized that slightly disrupting the ordering of these

polymers would lead to more deformable materials. DPP units

were selected as the basis for the polymer backbone because

they are common in literature due to the ease of their synthe-

sis. To that end, we introduced random segments of unlike

monomer—a terthiophene with two rings with alkyl side-

chain substituents and a third unsubstituted thiophene ring—

into the polymer PDPP2FT, which consisted of a DPP unit

flanked by two furans and a thiophene.118 The addition of

these random segments decreased the Efilm from 2.17 GPa for

the pure PDPP2FT to 0.93 GPa without having a deleterious

effect on the PCE.118 The dearth of literature on improvement

of the mechanical properties of high-performance low-

bandgap polymers is not, in our opinion, indicative of an

impossible task. Rather, we believe that it is due to a lack of

research efforts so far and that this area is likely to be fruitful

for those who decide to take on the challenge.

Another strategy for potentially co-optimizing properties

that we believe warrants that further exploration is the addi-

tion of plasticizing additives into semiconducting layers.

Additives such as 1,8-diiodooctane (DIO) and low molecular

weight polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) have been shown to

improve OPV performance.127,128 While there were no indi-

vidual studies on both the mechanical and electronic proper-

ties of the same material with the inclusion of additives,

separate studies on electronic and mechanical properties sug-

gest additives as a viable pathway to co-optimization of prop-

erties. Lee et al. showed that the addition of DIO to

blends of [2,6-(4,4-bis(2-ethylhexyl)-4H-cyclopenta[2,1b;3,4-

b0]-dithiophene)-alt-4,7-(2,1,3-benzothiadiazole)] (PCPDTBT)

(Figure 1) with PC71BM improved the photovoltaic device effi-

ciency from 3.35% to 5.12%.127 Reynolds and coworkers

showed that the addition of small concentrations of low molec-

ular weight PDMS (�0.1 mg ml�1) to a thiophene and

isoindigo-based small molecule improved the photovoltaic effi-

ciency of its blend with PC61BM from 1.25% to 2.16%.128

These additives were also found to decrease the tensile modulus

of blends of P3HT:PC61BM, from 1.23 GPa for the additive-

free blend to 0.88 GPa with the PDMS additive and 0.38 with

the DIO additive.32 The decrease in tensile modulus observed

by the authors was attributed to the plasticizing effects, or

increasing free volume, but could also be due to changes in the

morphology of the films. Additives are a promising route to co-

optimization, but it should be noted that the effects of additives

across various conjugated polymers may be unequal. These dif-

ferences require additional parameters to be optimized for each

system—e.g., finding the appropriate additive and its

concentration.

There is one commonly implemented strategy to create

stretchable devices exhibiting stable electronic performance

under strain that does not require intrinsically deformable or-

ganic semiconductors. This strategy, which has been demon-

strated several times for OPV devices, utilizes an

elastomeric substrate which is pre-strained (usually to the

strain the device is expected to undergo) and then coated

with an active material/device before the strain is subse-

quently released.6,104,129 The procedure is essentially identi-

cal to the buckling procedure used to measure the tensile

modulus of thin films—except the pre-strain is usually

greater—and the result is the same; the stiffer film atop the

elastomeric substrate will buckle out of plane and accommo-

date at least as much strain at the elastomer was pre-strained.

However, the roughened surface due to the buckling can be

undesirable in many applications (e.g., displays), and the

requirement of having to pre-strain the elastomeric substrate

makes this strategy less amenable to roll-to-roll processing

than simply using conjugated polymers that exhibit intrinsic

deformability.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

A key advantage of organic semiconductors is the poten-

tial for intrinsic deformability and robustness, allowing them

to be ideal candidates for integration into wearable, implant-

able, and roll-to-roll printable devices. The integration of

organic semiconductors into devices that will undergo bend-

ing, stretching, conformal bonding, or some combination

thereof requires anticipation of not only the electronic per-

formance of these materials but also their mechanical

performance. We stress that researchers should not assume

mechanical robustness and deformability of organic semi-

conductors and instead verify these properties when develop-

ing new materials. To bridge these areas of research, we

provided a high-level introduction to some of the important

electronic and mechanical properties and measurement tech-

niques for organic electronic devices. We also explored the

inherent competition between good electronic performance

and mechanical robustness (and specifically deformability)

and highlighted several strategies for overcoming this unde-

sirable competition. Pathways to co-optimization include

incorporating softer, insulating materials into a stiffer, semi-

conducting (or conducting) polymer, and promotion of disor-

der in aggregation. However, there is a delicate balance and

care must be taken to ensure that increased deformability

does not come at the expense of electronic properties. One

can think of this challenge as “living on the edge”—pushing
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the mechanical deformability as far as it can go before elec-

tronic performance falls off the edge of a cliff.

Co-optimization of electronic performance and deform-

ability and robustness is likely to continue to be a rich area

of research for the foreseeable future. For instance, although

pathways to co-optimization have been identified, it is still

unknown whether or not these effects apply universally to

organic semiconductors, or to just a few specific families.

With countless new semiconducting polymers and polymer

families being invented every year, it would be a herculean

task for only one or a few groups to catalog the mechanical

properties of all of these materials. Instead, the onus is on all

researchers in the field to understand the mechanical proper-

ties of the materials they are producing (and ideally design

new materials with mechanical properties in mind).

Obviously, this argument works in the other direction as well;

the mechanical properties of the current highest performing

polymer semiconductors must also be understood. Further

work also needs to be performed in the identification of addi-

tional design rules for co-optimization, especially in OPV as

researchers move away from the use of fullerene electron

acceptors and toward new polymers and small molecules,

which will likely have different intermolecular interactions

with common electron donors. While computational modeling

has previously been implemented to give a molecular expla-

nation to the observed mechanical properties of previously

fabricated systems,51,113 it would be ideal to develop a predic-

tive model for properties of new or not yet synthesized or-

ganic semiconductors.130 This predictive modeling would

allow scientists and engineers to easily design or select the

best material for specific applications. Ultimately, the goal of

this review is to stimulate further research in an area of

increasing importance as research in organic semiconductors

matures to device design and implementation.
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